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HyperMotion technology allows players to explore new tactics and
gameplay by changing the game’s physics, creating unique dynamics and
blending real player movement data with the “Artificial Intelligence” the
game employs. We’ve summarized some key points below. Pro Player Pilot
Added to Pro Control The game has been updated with Pro Player Pilot –
an in-game feature that will allow you to play with a Pro player in a match
of FIFA. With Pro Player Pilot, you’ll have access to a real-life squad of your
favourite players, controlled by an expert Pro player. Pro Player Pilot will
be available in the following languages: Spanish, French, Brazilian
Portuguese, German, Spanish, Italian, English, Russian, Korean, Chinese,
Japanese, Traditional Chinese, and Simplified Chinese. FIFA 22 introduces
a number of new control mechanics. Among them are: “Assist” and
“Victory” Controls. With the “Assist” and “Victory” controls, you can re-
direct your opponents' passes and make intelligent, vital changes to the
flow of the game, which in turn improve your chances of scoring goals.
“Smart” Dribbling. The new “Smart” Dribbling control option makes
dribbling simple, intuitive and effective – allowing you to move in
unbreakable, intelligent patterns. “Manuel Neuer” control. Choose to play
with the real-life Bayern Munich, Arsenal and Leicester City goalkeeper
Manuel Neuer. With the FIFA “Manuel Neuer” control feature, you’ll be
able to practice saves with unlimited replays, all in FIFA 22, creating a
“worst-case-scenario” scenario for your own goalkeeping. “El Clásico”
Control. The FIFA 22 game engine includes the chance to simulate both
team's starting XI in the most watched match in the world. Use the “El
Clásico” control feature to improve your knowledge of the famous rivalry
between Barcelona and Real Madrid. The “El Clásico” control mechanics
include an authentic computer-controlled rival, allowing you to play
against a moving target and respond to every shot or every challenge in
the match. Ultra Tactical Match With the Ultra Tactical Match feature, you
can develop a range

Features Key:

From developing new offline and online areas, players and teams,
to gripping gameplay, gameplay depth and user friendly
gameplay,
FIFA 22 will make you feel the adrenaline of the battle in the pitch,
Kick off with FIFA Ultimate Team and play around the world in 24
stunning team kits to personalise your team any way you choose,
Easily create a player in the FIFA development studio,
Customise teams in FIFA Ultimate Team including new kits, flags,
crest and stadiums,
The Dream Team returns – and this time it gets even bigger! Test
your skills in the largest FIFA Dream Team event ever created
featuring new and returning legends,
Choice of four FIFA Ultimate Team game modes
Cross-platform controls and performance more than ever before,
Enhanced free kicks, saves, diving, and fouls,
Enhanced ball physics, lower player mass, a smarter player radar,
and improved control of individual player attributes,
FIFA 22 offers FIFA Ultimate Team and PES and is the first EA
SPORTS FIFA to include stadiums and kits,
Includes all of the teams and players from the 2014 World Cup in
Brazil,
Includes 24 National Treasures,
Includes 24 official and modified players from the 2014 World Cup
in Brazil.
15 new national teams
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New kits and stadium lighting,
New camera with "Point of View." allows for a more immersive
soccer experience,
Offensive gameplay and UEFA club license "Growing Pains"
ensures your team will take to the pitch moving and reacting
realistically,
New Pro-Puzzles,
FIFA Online will always be free to play in FIFA 22 with no
subscription or restricted features,
Introduces FIFA Ultimate Team which allows players to create
dream teams from 28 game-changing player attributes,
Present the FIFA development studio and in-game experience
which will immerse players in authentic soccer from anywhere in
the world,
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